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ABSTRACT

Jendro Wahyulistyono/ A320130031. RACIAL CONFLICT IN MICHAEL PUNKE’S THE REVENANT NOVEL (2002): SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE. Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta. September , 2017

This study is about racial conflict reflected in Michael Punke’s The Revenant (2002). The purpose of this study is to reveal and analyze the issue of the racial conflict based on the Sociological in Literature perspective. The object of this study is The Revenant novel. This study use two kinds of data source: primary and secondary data source. The primary data source is The Revenant (2002) novel written by Michael Punke in English language version. The secondary data source is any references from books, journals, and articles that related to this study. The technique of collecting data is using library reasearch and note taking method. The data of this study are analyzed by using descriptive qualitative method. The result of this study showed that the conflict in this novel fulfilled two criterias of the conflict as the indication i.e. armed attack and victims. Based on the analysis, the racial conflict happened because of an attack started by Arikaras against RMF Company. It gives another conflict to the characters of the novel, Michael Punke wanted to show the conflict issue happened in the society in that time through the historical background of his works including The Revenant.

Keywords: Racial conflict, Sociology, The Revenant
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